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Abstract. This paper introduces the model of linearly priced timed au-

tomata as an extension of timed automata with prices on both transitions
and locations. For this model we consider the minimum-cost reachabil-
ity problem: i.e. given a linearly priced timed automaton and a target
state, determine the minimum cost of executions from the initial state to
the target state. This problem generalizes the minimum-time reachabil-
ity problem for ordinary timed automata to more general optimization
problems like static scheduling problems. We prove decidability of this
problem by o�ering an algorithmic solution, which is based on a com-
bination of branch-and-bound techniques and a new notion of priced
regions. The latter allows symbolic representation and manipulation of
reachable states together with the cost of reaching them.
Keywords:Timed Automata, Veri�cation, Data Structures, Algorithms,
Optimization.

1 Introduction

Recently, real-time veri�cation tools such as Uppaal [13], Kronos [6] and
HyTech [10], have been applied to synthesize feasible solutions to static job-
shop scheduling problems [8, 12, 17]. The basic common idea of these works is to
reformulate the static scheduling problem as a reachability problem that can be
solved by the veri�cation tools. In this approach, the timed automata [3] based
modeling languages of the veri�cation tools serve as the basic input language
in which the scheduling problem is described. These modeling languages have
proved particularly well-suited in this respect, as they allow for easy and exible
modeling of systems, consisting of several parallel components that interact in a
time-critical manner and constrain each other's behavior in a multitude of ways.

? This work is partially supported by the European Community Esprit-LTR Project
26270 VHS (Veri�cation of Hybrid Systems).
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In this paper we introduce the model of linearly priced timed automata and
o�er an algorithmic solution to the problem of determining the minimum cost
of reaching a designated set of target states. This result generalizes previous
results on computation of minimum-time reachability and accumulated delays
in timed automata, and should be viewed as laying a theoretical foundation for
algorithmic treatments of more general optimization problems as encountered in
static scheduling problems.

As an example consider the very simple static scheduling problem repre-
sented by the timed automaton in Fig. 1 from [16], which contains 5 'tasks'
fA;B;C;D;Eg. All tasks are to be performed precisely once, except task C,
which should be performed at least once. The order of the tasks is given by the
timed automaton, e.g. task B must not commence before task A has �nished. In
addition, the timed automaton speci�es three timing requirements to be satis-
�ed: the delay between the start of the �rst execution of task C and the start of
the execution of E should be at least 3 time units; the delay between the start of
the last execution of C and the start of D should be no more than 1 time units;
and, the delay between the start of B and the start of D should be at least 2
time units, each of these requirements are represented by a clock in the model.
Using a standard timed model checker we are able to verify that location E of

A B C D Ex := 0
y := 0
z := 0

x � 2
y � 1 z � 3

y := 0

Fig. 1. Timed automata model of scheduling example.

the timed automaton is reachable. This can be demonstrated by a trace leading
to the location1:

(A; 0; 0; 0)
�
�!

�(1)
��! (B; 1; 1; 1)

�
�!

�(1)
��! (C; 2; 1; 1)

�
�!

�(2)
��! (D; 4; 3; 3)

�
�! (E; 4; 3; 3) (1)

The above trace may be viewed as a feasible solution to the original static
scheduling problem. However, given an optimization problem, one is often not
satis�ed with an arbitrary feasible solution but insist on solutions which are opti-
mal in some sense. When modeling a problem like this one using timed automata
an obvious notion of optimality is that of minimum accumulated time. For the
timed automaton of Fig. 1 the trace of (1) has an accumulated time-duration of
4. This, however, is not optimal as witnessed by the following alternative trace,

1 Here a quadruple (X; vx; vy; vz) denotes the state of the automaton in which the
control location is X and where vx; vy and vz give the values of the three clocks
x, y and z. The transitions labelled � are actual transitions in the model, and the
transitions labelled �(d) represents a delay of d time units.
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A B C D

� 111
E

0 0 0 0

x := 0
y := 0
z := 0

x � 2
y � 1 z � 3

y := 0

�

Fig. 2. A linearly priced timed automaton.

which by exploiting the looping transition on C reaches E within a total of 3
time-units2:

(A; 0; 0; 0)
�
�!

�
�!

�(2)
��! (C; 2; 2; 2)

�
�! (C; 2; 0; 2)

�
�!

�(1)
��! (D; 3; 1; 3)

�
�! (E; 3; 1; 3) (2)

In [4] algorithmic solutions to the minimum-time reachability problem and
the more general problem of controller synthesis has been given using a backward
�x-point computation. In [16] an alternative solution based on forward reacha-
bility analysis is given, and in [5] an algorithmic solution is o�ered, which applies
branch-and-bound techniques to prune parts of the symbolic state-space which
are guaranteed not to contain optimal solutions. In particular, by introducing
an additional clock for accumulating time-elapses, the minimum-time reachabil-
ity problem may be dealt with using the existing eÆcient data structures (e.g.
DBMs [7], CDDs [14] and DDDs [15]) already used in the real-time veri�cation
tools Uppaal and Kronos for reachability. The results of the present paper
also extends the work in [2] which provides an algorithm for computing the
accumulated delay in a timed automata.

In this paper, we provide the basis for dealing with more general optimiza-
tion problems. In particular, we introduce the model of linearly priced timed
automata, as an extension of timed automata with prices on both transitions
and locations: the price of a transition gives the cost for taking it and the price
on a location speci�es the cost per time-unit for staying in that location. This
model can capture not only the passage of time, but also the way that e.g. tasks
with di�erent prices for use per time unit, contributes to the total cost.

Figure 2 gives a linearly priced extension of the timed automaton from Fig. 1.
Here, the price of location D is set to � and the price on all other locations is
set to 1 (thus simply accumulating time). The price of the looping transition on
C is set to �, whereas all other transitions are free of cost (price 0). Now for
(�; �) = (1; 3) the costs of the traces (1) and (2) are 8 and 6, respectively (thus
it is cheaper to actually exploit the looping transition). For (�; �) = (2; 2) the
costs of the two traces are both 6, thus in this case it is immaterial whether the
looping transition is taken or not. In fact, the optimal cost of reaching E will in
general be the minimum of 2+2�� and 3+�, and the optimal trace will include
the looping transition on C depending on the particular values of � and �.

2 In fact, 3 is the minimum time for reaching E.
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In this paper we deal with the problem of determining the minimum cost
of reaching a given location for linearly priced timed automata. In particular,
we o�er an algorithmic solution to this problem 3 In contrast to minimum-
time reachability for timed automata, the minimum-cost reachability problem for
linearly priced timed automata requires the development of new data structures
for symbolic representation and the manipulation of reachable sets of states
together with the cost of reaching them. In this paper we put forward one such
data structure, namely a priced extension of the fundamental notion of clock
regions for timed automata [3].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 formally intro-
duces the model of linearly priced timed automata together with its semantics.
Section 3 develops the notion of priced clock regions, together with a number
of useful operations on these. The priced clock regions are then used in Sec-
tion 4 to give a symbolic semantics capturing (suÆciently) precisely the cost of
executions and used as a basis for an algorithm solution to the minimum-cost
problem. Finally, in Section 5 we give some concluding remarks. In Appendix A
and B, some �gures and an example are given, and in Appendix C the reader
may �nd the proofs not included in the main paper.

2 Linearly Priced Timed Automata

In this section, we introduce the model of linearly priced timed automata, which
is an extension of timed automata [3] with prices on both locations and transi-
tions. Dually, linearly priced timed automata may be seen as a special type of
linear hybrid automata [9] or multirectangular automata [9] in which the accu-
mulation of prices (i.e. the cost) is represented by a single continuous variable.
However, in contrast to known undecidability results for these classes, minimum-
cost reachability is computable for linearly priced timed automata4.

Let C be a �nite set of clocks. Then B(C) is the set of formulas obtained
as conjunctions of atomic constraints of the form x ./ n where x 2 C, n is
natural number, and ./ 2 f<;�;=;�; >g. Elements of B(C) are called clock
constraints over C. Note that for each timed automaton that has constraints of
the form x� y ./ c, there exists a strongly bisimilar timed automaton with only
constraints of the form x ./ c. Therefore, the results in this paper are applicable
to automata having constraints of the type x� y ./ c as well.

De�nition 1 (Linearly Priced Timed Automaton). A Linearly Priced
Timed Automaton (LPTA) over clocks C and actionsAct is a tuple (L; l0; E; I; P )
where L is a �nite set of locations, l0 is the initial location, E � L � B(C) �
Act�P(C)�L is the set of edges, I : L! B(C) assigns invariants to locations,
and P : (L [ E) ! N assigns prices to both locations and edges. In the case of

(l; g; a; r; l0) 2 E, we write l
g;a;r
���! l0.

3 Thus settling an open problem given [4].
4 An intuitive explanation for this is that the additional (cost) variable does not in-
uence the behavior of the automata.
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A B C
3 1 4

x <= 2 x := 0
x > 1

5 1

Fig. 3. An example LPTA

Formally, clock values are represented as functions called clock assignments
from C to the non-negative reals R�0 . We denote by RC the set of clock assign-
ments for C ranged over by u, u0 etc. We de�ne the operation u0 = [r 7! 0]u
to be the assignment such that u0(x) = 0 if x 2 r and u(x) otherwise, and the
operation u0 = u + d to be the assignment such that u0(x) = u(x) + d. Also, a
clock valuation u satis�es a clock constraint g, u 2 g, if u(x) ./ n for any atomic
constraint x ./ n in g.

The semantics of a LPTA A is de�ned as a transition system with the state
space L � R

C , with initial state (l0; u0) (where u0 assigns zero to all clocks in
C), and with the following transition relation:

{ (l; u)
�(d);p
���! (l; u+ d) if u+ d 2 I(l), and p = P (l) � d.

{ (l; u)
a;p
��! (l0; u0) if there exists g, r such that l

g;a;r
���! l0, u 2 g, u0 = [r 7! 0]u,

u0 2 I(l0) and p = P ((l; g; a; r; l0)).

Note that the transitions are decorated with two labels: a delay-quantity or an
action, together with the cost of the particular transition. For determining the
cost, the price of a location gives the cost rate of staying in that location (per
time unit), and the price of a transition gives the cost of taking that transition.
In the remainder, states and executions of the transition system for LPTA A

will be referred to as states and executions of A.

De�nition 2 (Cost). Let � = (l0; u0)
a1;p1���! (l1; u1) : : :

an;pn���! (ln; un) be a
�nite execution of LPTA A. The cost of �, cost(�), is the sum �i2f1;::: ;ngpi.

For a given state (l; u), the minimal cost of reaching (l; u), mincost((l; u)),
is the in�mum of the costs of �nite executions ending in (l; u). Similarly, the
minimal cost of reaching a location l, mincost(l), is the in�mum of the costs of
�nite executions ending in a state of the form (l; u).

Example 1. Consider the LPTA of Fig. 3. The LPTA has a single clock x, and
the locations and transitions are decorated with prices. A sample execution of
this LPTA is for instance:

(A; 0)
�(1:5);4:5
������! (A; 1:5)

�;5
��! (B; 1:5)

�;1
��! (C; 1:5)

The cost of this execution is 10.5. In fact, there are executions with cost arbitrar-
ily close to the value 7, obtainable by avoiding delay in location A, and delaying
just long enough in location B. Due to the in�mum de�nition of mincost, it fol-
lows that mincost(c) = 7. However, note that because of the strict comparison
in the guard of the second transition, no execution actually achieves this cost. 2
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3 Priced Clock Regions

For ordinary timed automata, the key to decidability results has been the valu-
able notion of region [3]. In particular, regions provide a �nite partitioning of
the uncountable set of clock valuations, which is also stable with respect to the
various operations needed for exploration of the behavior of timed automata (in
particular the operations of delay and reset).

In the setting of linearly priced timed automata, we put forward a new ex-
tended notion of priced region. Besides providing a �nite partitioning of the set
of clock-valuations (as in the case of ordinary regions), priced regions also asso-
ciate costs to each individual clock-valuation within the region. However, as we
shall see in the following, priced regions may be presented and manipulated in
a symbolic manner and are thus suitable as an algorithmic basis.

De�nition 3 (Priced Regions). Given set S, let Seq(S) be the set of �nite
sequences of elements of S. A priced clock region over a �nite set of clocks C

R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; cl])

is an element of (C ! N) � Seq(2C) � Seq(N), with k = l, C = [i2f0;::: ;kgri,
ri \ rj = ; when i 6= j, and i > 0 implies that ri 6= ;.

Given a clock valuation u 2 RC , and region R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck]),
u 2 R i�

1. h and u agree on the integer part of each clock in C,
2. x 2 r0 i� frac(u(x)) = 0,
3. x; y 2 ri ) frac(u(x)) = frac(u(y)), and
4. x 2 ri, y 2 rj and i < j ) frac(u(x)) < frac(u(y)).

For a priced region R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck]) the �rst two components
of the triple constitute an ordinary (unpriced) region R̂ = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk ]). The
naturals c0; : : : ; ck are the costs, which are associated with the vertices of the
closure of the (unpriced) region, as follows. We start in the left-most lower vertex
of exterior of the region and associate cost c0 with it, then move one time unit
in the direction of set rk to the next vertex of the exterior, and associate cost
c1 with that vertex, then move one unit in the direction of rk�1, etc. In this
way, the costs c0; : : : ; ck, span a linear cost plane on the k-dimensional unpriced
region.

The closure of the unpriced region R is the convex hull of the vertices. Each
clock valuation u 2 R is a (unique) convex combination5 of the vertices. There-
fore the cost of u can be de�ned as the same convex combination of the cost in
the vertices. This gives the following de�nition:

De�nition 4 (Cost inside Regions).Given priced regionR = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk];
[c0; : : : ; ck]) and clock valuation u 2 R, the cost of u in R is de�ned as:

cost(u;R) = c0 +

k�1X

i=0

frac(u(xk�i)) � (ci+1 � ci)

5 A linear expression
P

aivi where
P

ai = 1, and ai � 0.
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where xj is some clock in rj . The minimal cost associated with R is mincost(R) =
min(fc0; : : : ; ckg).

In Fig. 6 of Appendix A an example of a typical three-dimensional priced
region is given.

Fig. 4. Delay and reset operations for two-dimensional priced regions.

In the symbolic state-space, constructed with the priced regions, the costs
will be computed such that for each concrete state in a symbolic state, the cost
associated with it is the minimal cost for reaching that state by the symbolic path
that was followed. In this way, we always have the minimal cost of all concrete
paths represented by that symbolic path, but there may be more symbolic paths
leading to a symbolic state in which the costs are di�erent. Note that the cost
of a clock valuation in the region is computed by adding fractions of costs for
equivalence sets of clocks, rather than for each clock.

To prepare for the symbolic semantics, we de�ne in the following a number
of operations on priced regions. These operations are also the one used in the
algorithm for �nding the optimal cost of reaching a location.

The delay operation computes the time successor, which works exactly as in
the classical (unpriced) regions. The changing dimensions of the regions cause
the addition or deletion of vertex and thus of the associated cost.

The price argument will be instantiated to the price of the location in which
time is passing; this is needed only when a vertex is added. The operation is
illustrated in Fig. 4 (the operations on the left hand side, the numbers in brackets
refer to the cases in the de�nition).

De�nition 5 (Delay). Given a priced region R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck])
and a price p, the function delay is de�ned as follows:

1. If r0 is not empty, then

delay(R; p) = (h; [;; r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck; c0 + p])
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2. If r0 is empty, then

delay(R; p) = (h0; [rk; r1; : : : ; rk�1]; [c1; : : : ; ck])

where h0 = h incremented for all clocks in rk

When resetting a clock, a priced region may lose a dimension. If so, the
two costs, associated with the vertices that are collapsed, are compared and the
minimum is taken for the new vertex. The operation is illustrated in Fig. 4 (on
the right hand side, where the numbers in brackets refer to the cases in the
de�nition).

De�nition 6 (Reset). Given a priced region R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck])
and a clock x 2 ri, the function reset is de�ned as follows:

1. If i = 0 then reset(x;R) = (h0; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck]), where h
0 = h with x

set to zero
2. If i > 0 and ri 6= fxg, then

reset(x;R) = (h0; [r0 [ fxg; : : : ; ri n fxg; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck])

where h0 = h with x set to zero

3. If i > 0 and ri = fxg, then

reset(x;R) = (h0; [r0 [ fxg; : : : ; ri�1; ri+1; : : : ; rk];

[c0; : : : ; ck�i�1; c
0; ck�i+2; : : : ; ck])

where c0 = min(ck�i; ck�i+1)

h0 = h with x set to zero

The reset operation on a set of clocks: reset(C [ fxg; R) = reset(C; reset(x;R)),
and reset(;; R) = R.

The price argument in the increment operation will be instantiated to the
price of the particular transition taken; all costs are updated accordingly.

De�nition 7 (Increment). Given a priced region R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ;
ck]) and a price p, the increment of R with respect to p is the priced region
R� p = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c

0
0; : : : ; c

0
k]) where c

0
i = ci + p.

If in region R, no clock has fractional part 0, then time may pass in R, that
is, each clock valuation in R has a time successor and predecessor in R. When
changing location with R, we must choose for each clock valuation u in R between
delaying in the previous location until u is reached, followed by the change of
location, or changing location immediately and delaying to u in the new location.
This depends on the price of either location. For this the following operation self

is useful.

De�nition 8 (Self). Given a priced region R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck])
and a price p, the function self is de�ned as follows:

8



1. If r0 is not empty, then self(R; p) = R.
2. If r0 is empty, then

self(R; p) = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck�1; c
0])

where c0 = min(ck; c0 + p)

De�nition 9 (Comparison). Two priced regions may be compared only if
their unpriced versions are equal: (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck]) � (h0; [r00; : : : ; r

0
k0 ];

[c00; : : : ; c
0
k0 ]) i� h = h0, k = k0, and for 0 � i � k: ri = r0i and ci � c0i.

4 Symbolic Semantics and Algorithm

In this section, we provide a symbolic semantics for linearly priced timed au-
tomata based on the notion of priced regions and the associated operations
presented in the previous section. As a main result we shown that the cost of
an execution of the underlying automaton is captures suÆciently accruate. Fi-
nally, we present an algorithm based on priced regions. Proofs of the lemmas
and theorems presented in this sectoin can be found in Appendix C.

De�nition 10 (Symbolic Semantics). The symbolic semantics of a LPTA A

is de�ned as a transition system with the state space L� ((C ! N)�Seq(2C)�
Seq(N)), with initial state (l0; (h0; [C]; [0])) (where h0 assigns zero to the integer
part of all clocks in C), and with the following transition relation:

{ (l; R)! (l; delay(R;P (l))) if delay(R;P (l)) 2 I(l).

{ (l; R) ! (l0; R0) if there exists g, r such that l
g;a;r
���! l0, R 2 g, R0 =

reset(R; r) � P ((l; g; a; r; l0)) and R0 2 I(l0).
{ (l; R)! (l; self(R;P (l)))

In the remainder, states and executions of the symbolic transition system for
LPTA A will be referred to as the symbolic states and executions of A.

Lemma 1. Given LPTA A, for each execution � of A that ends in state (l; u),
there is a symbolic execution � of A, that ends in symbolic state (l; R), such
that u 2 R, and cost(u;R) � cost(�).

Lemma 2. Whenever (l; R) is a reachable symbolic state and u 2 R, then
mincost((l; u)) � cost(u;R).

Combining the two lemmas we obtain as a main theorem that the symbolic
semantics captures (suÆciently) accurate the cost of reaching states and loca-
tions:

Theorem 1. Let l be a location of a LPTA A. Then

mincost(l) = min(fmincost(R) j (l; R) is reachableg)

9



In Appendix B the region based symbolic state-space of the linearly priced timed
automaton in Fig. 2 is shown.

The introduction of priced regions provides a �rst step towards an algorithmic
solution for the minimum-cost reachability problem. However, in the present
form both the integral part as well as the cost of vertices of priced regions
may grow beyond any given bound during symbolic exploration. In the unpriced
case, the growth of integral parts is often dealt with by suitable abstractions of
(unpriced) regions, taking the maximal constant of the given timed automaton
into account. Here we have chosen a very similar approach exploiting the fact,
that any LPTA A may be transformed into an equivalent \bounded" LPTA ~A
in the sense that A and ~A reaches the same locations with the exact same cost.

Theorem 2. Let A = (L; l0; E; I; P ) be a LPTA with maximal constant max.
Then there exists a bounded time equivalent of A, ~A = (L; l0; E

0; I 0; P 0), satis-
fying the following:

1. Whenever (l; u) is reachable in ~A, then for all x 2 C, u(x) � max+2.
2. For any location l 2 L, l is reachable with cost c in A if and only if l is

reachable with cost c in ~A

Now, we suggest in Fig. 5 a branch-and-bound algorithm for determining the
minimum-cost of reaching a given target location lg from the initial state of
a LPTA. All found states are stored in the two data structures Passed and
Waiting, divided into explored and unexplored states, respectively. The global
variable Cost stores the lowest cost for reaching the target location found so
far. In each iteration, a state is taken from Waiting. If it matches the target
location lg and has a lower cost than the previously lowest cost Cost, then
Cost is updated. Then, only if the state has not been previously explored with
a lower cost do we add it to Passed and add the successors to Waiting. This
bounding of the search in line 8 of Fig. 5 may be optimized even further by adding
the constraint mincost(R) < Cost; i.e. we only need to continue exploration if
the minimum cost of the current region is below the optimal cost computed so
far. Due to Theorem 1, the algorithm of Fig. 5 does indeed yield the correct
minimum-cost value.

Cost := 1, Passed := ;, Waiting := f(l0; R0)g
while Waiting 6= ; do

select (l; R) from Waiting

if l = lg and mincost(R) < Cost then

Cost := mincost(R)
if for all (l; R0) in Passed: R0 6� R then

add (l; R) to Passed
for all (l0; R0) such that (l; R)! (l0; R0): add (l0; R0) toWaiting

return Cost

Fig. 5. Branch-and-bound state-space exploration algorithm.
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Theorem 3. When the algorithm in Fig. 5 terminates, the value of Cost equals
mincost(lg).

For bounded LPTA, application of Higman's Lemma [11] ensures termination.
In short, Higman's Lemma says that under certain conditions the embedding
order on strings is a well quasi-order.

Theorem 4. The algorithm in Fig. 5 terminates for any bounded LPTA.

Finally, combining Theorem 3 and 4, it follows, due to Theorem 2, that the
minimum-cost reachability problem is decidable.

Theorem 5. The minimum-cost problem for LPTA is decidable.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have successfully extended the work on regions and their op-
erations to a setting of timed automata with linear prices on both transitions
and locations. We have given the principle basis of a branch-and-bound algo-
rithm for the minimum-cost reachability problem, which is based on an accurate
symbolic semantics of timed automata with linear prices, and thus showing the
minimum-cost reachability problem to be decidable.

The algorithm is guaranteed to be rather ineÆcient and highly sensitive to
the size of constants used in the guards of the automata | a characteristic
inherited from the time regions used in the basic data-structure of the algorithm.
An obvious continuation of this work is therefore to investigate if other more (in
practice) eÆcient data structures can be found. Possible candidates include data
structures used in reachability algorithms of timed automata, such as DBMs,
extended with costs on the vertices of the represented zones (i.e. convex sets of
clock assignments). In contrast to the priced extension of regions, operations on
such a notion of priced zones6 can not be obtained as direct extensions of the
corresponding operations on zones with suitable manipulation of cost of vertices.

The need for in�mum in the de�nition of minimum cost executions arises
from linearly priced timed automata with strict bounds in the guards, such as
the one shown in Fig. 3 and discussed in Example 1. Due to the use of in�mum,
a linearly priced timed automaton is not always able to realize an execution with
the exact minimum cost of the automata, but will be able to realize one with a
cost (in�nitely) close to the minimum value. If all guards include only non-strict
bounds, the minimum cost trace can always be realized by the automaton. This
fact can be shown by de�ning the minimum-cost problem for executions covered
by a given symbolic trace as a linear programming problem.

In this paper we have presented an algorithm for computing minimum-costs
for reachability of linearly priced timed automata, where prices are given as
constants (natural numbers). However, a slight modi�cation of our algorithm
provides an extension to a parameterized setting, in which (some) prices may be

6 In particular, the reset-operation.
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parameters. In this setting, costs within priced regions will be �nite collections,
C, of linear expressions over the given parameters rather than simple natural
numbers. Also, we are currently working on extending the algorithmic solution
o�ered here to synthesis of minimum-cost controllers in the sense of [4]. In this
extension, a priced region will be given by a conventional unpriced region to-
gether with a min-max expression over cost vectors for the vertices of the region.
In both the parametric and the controller synthesis case, it follows from recent re-
sults in [1] (generalizing Higman's lemma) that the orderings on symbolic states
are again well-quasi orderings, hence guaranteeing termination of our algorithms.
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A Figure from Section 3

Fig. 6. A three-dimensional priced region.

B Example of Symbolic State-Space

In this appendix, we present part of the symbolic state space of the linearly priced
timed automaton in Fig. 2 where the value of both � and � is two. Figures 7(i)-
(viii) show some of the priced regions reachable in a symbolic representation of
the states space. We only show the priced regions with integer value less than
or equal to three.

Initially all three clocks have value zero and when delaying the clocks keep
on all having the same value. Therefore the priced regions reachable from the
initial state are the ones on the line from (0; 0; 0) through (3; 3; 3) shown in
Fig. 7(i). The numbers on the line are the costs of the vertices of the priced
regions represented by the line. Since the cost of staying in location A is one,
the price of delay one time unit is one. Therefore the cost of reaching the point
(3; 3; 3) is three.

The priced regions presented in Fig. 7(ii) are the ones reachable after taking
the transition to location B, resetting the x clock. Performing the reset does not
change any of the costs, since the new priced regions are still one-dimensional and
no vertices are collapsed. In Fig. 7(iii) the reachable priced regions are marked
by a shaded area, including the lines inside the area and on the boundary. These
priced regions are reachable from the priced regions in Fig. 7(ii).

Taking the transition from location B to location C causes clocks y and z

to be reset. After resetting the priced regions in Fig. 7(iii), the priced regions in
Fig. 7(iv) are reachable. Finding the cost of a state s after the reset (projection)
is done by taking the minimum of the cost of the states projecting to s. When
delaying from these priced regions, the priced regions in Fig. 7(v) are reached
(again represented by the shaded area and the lines in and surrounding it).
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Fig. 7. Sets of reachable priced regions.
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Now we are left with a choice; Either we can take the transition to locationD,
or take the loop transition back to location C. Taking the transition to location
D is only possible if the guard x � 2^ y � 1 is satis�ed. Some of the vertices in
Fig. 7(vi) are marked: only priced regions where all vertices are marked satisfy
the guard. Before reaching location E from D with these priced regions, we must
delay at least two time units to satisfy the guard z � 3 on the transition from
location D to location E (this part of the symbolic state space is not shown in
the �gure). The minimum cost of reaching location E in this way is six.

The other possibility from location C is to take the loop transition which
resets the y clock. After resetting y in the priced regions in Fig. 7(v), the priced
regions in Fig. 7(vii) are reachable. From these priced regions we again can let
time pass. However, a two dimensional picture of the three dimensional priced
regions, reachable from the priced regions in Fig. 7(vii), is very hard to under-
stand. Therefore, we have chosen to focus on the priced regions which satisfy
the guard on the transition to location D. These priced regions are displayed
by stating the cost of their vertices in Fig. 7(viii). The reachable priced regions
satisfying the guard are the ones for which all vertices are marked with a cost
in Fig. 7(viii). Three of the priced regions satisfying the guard on the transition
from location C to location D, also satis�es the guard on the transition to loca-
tion E. This is the two vertices where z has the value three and the line between
these two points. The cost of reaching these points is �ve, so it is also possible
to reach location E with this cost.

After taking the loop transition in location C once we also had the choice
of taking it again. Doing this would yield the same priced regions as displayed
in Fig. 7(vii) but now with two added to the cost. Therefore the new priced
regions would be more costly than the priced regions already found and hence
not explored by our algorithm.

C Proofs of Lemmas and Theorems

The following two propositions state a number of useful properties of the oper-
ations delay and self, which will be used throughout the proofs in this appendix.

Proposition 1 (Interaction Properties).

1. self(R; p) � R,
2. self(self(R; p); p) = self(R; p),
3. delay(self(R; p); p) � delay(R; p),
4. self(delay(R; p); p) = delay(R; p),
5. self(R � q; p) = self(R; p)� q,
6. delay(R� q; p) = delay(R; p)� q,
7. For g 2 B(C), whenever R 2 g then self(R; p) 2 g.

Proof. The proofs follow directly from the de�nitions of the operators and �. 2

Stated in terms of the cost, cost(u;R), of an individual clock valuation, u, of a
priced region, R, the symbolic operations behave as follows:
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Proposition 2 (Cost Relations).

1. Let R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck]). If u 2 R and u+ d 2 R then cost(u+
d;R) = cost(u;R) + d � (ck � c0).

2. If R = self(R; p), u 2 R and u+d 2 delay(R; p) then cost(u+d; delay(R; p)) =
cost(u;R) + d � p.

3. cost(u; reset(x;R)) = inff cost(v;R) j [x 7! 0]v = u g.

Proof. The proofs follow directly from the de�nitions of the operators and cost.
2

Lemma 1. Given LPTA A, for each execution � of A that ends in state
(l; u), there is a symbolic execution � of A, that ends in symbolic state (l; R),
such that u 2 R, and cost(u;R) � cost(�).

Proof. For this proof we �rst observe that, given g 2 B(C), if u 2 R and u 2 g,
then R 2 g.

By induction on the length of �. Suppose � ends in state (l; u). The base
step concerns � with length 0, consisting of only the initial state (l0; u0) where
u0 is the valuation assigning zero to all clocks. Clearly, cost(�) = 0. Since the
initial state of the symbolic semantics is the state (l0; (h0; [C]; [0])), in which h0
assigns zero to the integer part of all clocks, and the fractional part of all clocks
is zero, we can take � to be (l0; (h0; [C]; [0])). Clearly, there is only one valuation
u 2 (h0; [C]; [0]), namely the valuation u that assigns zero to all clocks, which is
exactly u0, and by de�nition, cost(u0; (h0; [C]; [0])) = 0 and trivially 0 � 0.

For the induction step, assume the following. We have an execution �0 in
the concrete semantics, ending in (l0; u0), a corresponding execution �0 in the
symbolic semantics, ending in (l0; R0), such that u0 2 R0, and cost(u0; R0) �
cost(�0).

Suppose (l0; u0)
a;p
��! (l; u). Then there is a transition l0

a;g;r
���! l in the au-

tomaton A such that u 2 g, u = [r 7! 0]u0, u 2 I(l) and p = P ((l0; a; g; r; l)).
Now u0 2 g implies that R0 2 g. Let R = reset(R0; r)� p. It is easy to show that
u = [r 7! 0]u0 2 R and as u 2 R we then have that R 2 I(l). So (l0; R0)! (l; R)
and

cost(u;R) = inff cost(v;R0) j [r 7! 0]v = u g + p

� cost(u0; R0) + p

�IH cost(�0) + p

= cost(�)

Suppose (l0; u0)
�(d);p�d
�����! (l; u), where p = P (l), i.e. l = l0 and u0 = u+d. Now

there exist sequences Ro; R1; : : : ; Rm and d1; : : : ; dm of price regions and delays
such that d = d1+ � � �+dm, R0 = R0 and for i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, Ri = delay(Ri�1; p)

with u0 +
Pi

k=1 dk 2 Ri. Now let R0
0 = self(R0; p) and for i 2 f1; : : : ;mg let

R0
i = self(R0

i�1; p) (in fact, for i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, R0
i = self(R0

i; p) and R0
i � Ri).

Clearly we have the following symbolic extension of �0:

�0 ! (l0; R0)! (l0; R0
0)! � � � ! (l0; R0

m)
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Now by Proposition 2.2 (the condition of Proposition 2.2 is satis�ed for all
R0
i(i � 0) because of Proposition 1.4:

cost(u0 + d;R0
m) = cost(u0; R0

0) + d � p

� cost(u0; R0) + d � p

�IH cost(�0) + d � p

= cost(�)

2

Lemma 2. Whenever (l; R) is a reachable symbolic state and u 2 R, then
mincost((l; u)) � cost(u;R).

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the symbolic trace � reaching
(l; R). In the base case, the length of � is 0 and (l; R) = (l0; R0), where R0 is the
initial price region (h0; [C]; [0]) in which h0 associates 0 with all clocks. Clearly,
there is only one valuation u 2 R0, namely the valuation which assigns 0 to all
clocks. Obviously, mincost((l0; u0)) = 0 � cost(u0; R0) = 0.

For the induction step, assume that (l; R) is reached by a trace � with length
greater than 0. In particular, let (l0; R0) be the immediate predecessor of (l; R)
in �. Let u 2 R. We consider three cases depending on the type of symbolic
transition from (l0; R0) to (l; R).

Case 1: Suppose (l0; R0) ! (l; R) is a symbolic delay transition. That is, l =
l0, R = delay(R0; p) with p = P (l) and R 2 I(l). We consider two sub-cases
depending on whether R0 is self-delayable or not7.
Assume that R0 is not self-delayable, i.e. R0 = (h0; [r00; : : : ; r

0
k ]; [c

0
0; : : : ; c

0
k]) with

r00 6= ;. Then R = (h0; [;; r00; : : : ; r
0
k]; [c

0
0; : : : ; c

0
k; c

0
0 + p]). Let x 2 r00 and let

u0 = u � d where d = frac(u(x)). Then u0 2 R0 and (l0; u0)
�(d);q
���! (l; u) where

q = d�p. Thus mincost((l; u)) � mincost((l0; u0))+d�p. By induction hypothesis,
mincost((l0; u0)) � cost(u0; R0), and as cost(u;R) = cost(u0; R)+ d � p, we obtain,
as desired, mincost((l; u)) � cost(u;R).
Assume that R0 is self-delayable. That is, R0 = (h0; [r00; r

0
1; : : : ; r

0
k]; [c

0
0; : : : ; c

0
k])

with r00 = ; and R = (h00; [r0k; r
0
1; : : : ; r

0
k�1]; [c

0
1; : : : ; c

0
k]). Now, let x 2 r01. Then

for any d < frac(u(x)) we let ud = u � d. Clearly, ud 2 R0 and (l; ud)
�(d);p�d
�����!

(l; u). Now,

mincost((l; u)) � mincost((l; ud)) + p � d

�IH cost(ud; R
0) + p � d

Now cost(u;R) = cost(ud; R
0)+(c0k�c

0
0)�d so it is clear that cost(ud; R

0)+k�d!
cost(u;R) when d! 0 for any k. In particular, cost(ud; R

0) + p � d! cost(u;R)
when d! 0. Thus mincost((l; u)) � cost(u;R) as desired.

7 A priced region, R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck]), is self-delayable whenever r0 = ;.
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Case 2: Suppose (l0; R0) ! (l; R) is a symbolic action transition. That is R =

reset(R0; r) � p for some transition l
l;a;r
���! l0 of the automaton with R0 2 g and

p = P (l). Now let v 2 R0 such that [r 7! 0]v = u. Then clearly (l; v)
a;p
��! (l; u).

Thus:

mincost((l; u)) � inffmincost((l; v)) j v 2 R0; [r 7! 0]v = u g

�IH inff cost(v;R0) j [r 7! 0]v = u g

= cost(u;R) by Proposition 2.3

Case 3: Suppose (l0; R0)! (l; R) is a symbolic self-delay transition. Thus, in par-
ticular l = l0. If R = R0 the lemma follows immediately by applying the induction
hypothesis to (l0; R0). Otherwise, R0 is self-delayable and R0 and R are identical
except for the cost of the `last' vertex; i.e. R0 = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk ]; [c0; : : : ; ck�1; ck])
and R = (h; [r0; : : : ; rk]; [c0; : : : ; ck�1; c0 + p]) with r0 = ;, c0 + p < ck and
p = P (l). Now let x 2 r1. Then for any d > u(x) we let ud = u � d. Clearly,

ud 2 R (and ud 2 R0) and (l; ud)
�(d);p�d
�����! (l; u). Now:

mincost((l; u)) � mincost((l; ud)) + p � d

�IH cost(ud; R
0) + p � d

Now let R00 = (h; [r1; : : : ; rk ]; [c0; : : : ; ck�1]). Then R = delay(R00; p) and R0 =
delay(R00; ck � c0). Now cost(ud; R

0) = cost(uu(x); R
00) + (ck � c0) � (d � u(x))

which converges to cost(uu(x); R
00) when d ! u(x). Thus cost(ud; R

0) + p �
d ! cost(uu(x); R

00) + p � d = cost(u;R) for d ! u(x). Hence, as desired,
mincost((l; u)) � cost(u;R). 2

Theorem 2. Let A = (L; l0; E; I; P ) be a LPTA where for each x 2 C, maxA(x)
is the maximal integer, used in any guard or invariant for x. Then there exists
a bounded time equivalent of A, ~A = (L; l0; E

0; I 0; P 0), satisfying the following:

1. Whenever (l; u) is reachable in ~A, then for all x 2 C, u(x) � maxA(x) + 2.
2. For any location l 2 L, l is reachable with cost c in A if and only if l is

reachable with cost c in ~A

Proof. We construct ~A = (L; l0; E [ E0; I 0; P 0), as follows. E0 = f(l; x ==
maxA(x)+2; �; x := maxA(x)+1; l)jx 2 C; l 2 Lg. For l 2 L, I 0(l) = I(l)

V
x2C x �

maxA(x) + 2, P 0(l) = P (l). For e 2 (E [ E0), if e 2 E then P 0(e) = P (e) else
P 0(e) = 0.

By de�nition, ~A satis�es the �rst requirement.
As to the second requirement. Let R be a relation between states from A

and ~A such that for ((l1; u1); (l2; u2)) 2 R i� l2 = l1, and for each x 2 C, if
u1(x) � maxA(x) then u2(x) = u1(x), else u2(x) > maxA(x). We show that for
each state (l1; u1) of A which is reached with cost c, there is a state (l2; u2) of
~A, such that ((l1; u1); (l2; u2)) 2 R and (l2; u2) is reached with cost c, and vice
versa.

Let (l1; u1), (l2; u2) be states of A and ~A, respectively, We use induction on
the length of some execution leading to (l1; u1) or (l2; u2).
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For the base step, the length of such an execution is 0. Trivially, the cost
of such an execution is 0, and if (l1; u1) and (l2; u2) are initial states, clearly
((l1; u1); (l2; u2)) 2 R.

For the transition steps, we �rst observe that for each clock x 2 C, u1(x) � c

i� u2(x) � c with�2 f<;�; >;�g and c � maxA(x) (�). Assume ((l1; u1); (l2; u2))
2 R, and (l1; u1) and (l2; u2) can both be reached with cost c. We make the fol-
lowing case distinction.

Case 1: Suppose (l1; u1)
�(d);p
���!A (l1; u1 + d). In order to let d time pass in

(l2; u2), we have to alternatingly perform the added � transition to reset those
clocks that have reached the maxA(x) + 2 bound as many times as needed, and
then let a bit of the time pass. Let d1 : : : dm be a sequence of delays, such that
d = d1 + : : :+ dm, and for x 2 C and i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, if maxA(x) + 2� (u1(x) +
d1 + : : : + di�1) � 0 then di � maxA(x) + 2 � (u1(x) + d1 + : : : + di�1), else

di � 1 � frac(u1(x)). It is easy to see that for some u02, (l2; u2)(
�;0
��!)�

�(d1);p1
�����!

: : : (
�;0
��!)�

�(dm);pm
������! (l2; u

0
2) where pi = di�P (l2). The cost for reaching (l1; u1+d)

is c + d � PA(l1) = c + d � P ~A(l2) = c + (d1 + : : : + dm) � P ~A(l2), which is
the cost for reaching (l2; u

0
2). Now, ((l1; u1 + d); (l2; u

0
2)) 2 R, because of the

following. For each x 2 C, If u1(x) > maxA(x), then u2(x) > maxA(x), and
either x is not reset to maxA(x) + 1 by any of the � transitions, in which case
still u02(x) > maxA(x), or x is reset by some of the � transitions, and then
maxA(x) + 1 � u02(x) � maxA(x) + 2, so u02(x) > maxA(x). If u1(x) � maxA(x),
then by u1(x) = u2(x), u2(x) � maxA(x). If (u1 + d)(x) � maxA(x), then x

is not touched by any of the � transitions leading to (l2; u
0
2), hence u02(x) =

u2(x) + d1 + : : : + dm = u2(x) + d = (u1 + d)(x). If (u1 + d)(x) > maxA(x),
then x may be reset by some of the � transitions leading to (l2; u

0
2). If so, then

maxA(x) + 1 � u02(x) � maxA(x) + 2, so u02(x) > maxA(x). If not, then u02(x) =
u2(x) + d1 + : : :+ dm = u2(x) + d = (u1 + d)(x) > maxA(x).

Case 2: Suppose (l2; u2)
�(d);p
���!A (l2; u2+d). Then trivially ((l1; u1+d); (l2; u2+

d)) 2 R. Now we show (l1; u1)
�(d);p
���!A (l1; u1 + d). Since (l2; u2 + d) 2 I ~A, since

I ~A implies IA and since ((l1; u1 + d); (l2; u2 + d)) 2 R, from observation (�) it

follows that (l1; u1 + d) 2 IA. So (l1; u1)
�(d);p
���!A (l1; u1 + d), and trivially, the

cost of reaching (l2; u2 + d) is c+ d � P ~A(l2) = c + d � PA(l1), which is the cost
of reaching (l1; u1 + d).

Case 3: Suppose (l1; u1)
a;p
��!A (l01; u

0
1). Let (l; g; a; r; l0) be a correspond-

ing edge. Then p = PA((l; g; a; r; l
0)). By de�nition, (l; g; a; r; l0) 2 E ~A and

P ~A((l; g; a; r; l
0)) = PA((l; g; a; r; l

0)). From observation (�) it follows that u1 2 g

implies u2 2 g. It is easy to see that for x 2 r, u01(x) = 0 = u2[r 7! 0](x), and for
x 62 r, u01(x) = u1(x) and u2(x) = u2[r 7! 0](x), so ((l01; u

0
1); (l

0; u2[r 7! 0])) 2 R.
Combining this with observation (�) it follows that u1[r 7! 0] 2 IA(l

0) implies

u2[r 7! 0] 2 I ~A(l
0), hence (l2; u2)

a;p
��! ~A (l0; u2[r 7! 0]). Clearly, the cost of reach-

ing (l1; u
0
1) is c+ d �P ~A((l; g; a; r; l

0)) = c+ d �PA((l; g; a; r; l0)), which is the cost
of reaching (l2; u2[r 7! 0]).
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Case 4: Suppose (l2; u2)
a;p
��! ~A (l02; u

0
2). Let (l; g; a; r; l

0) be a corresponding
edge. If (l; g; a; r; l0) 2 EA, then the argument goes exactly like in the previous
case. If (l; g; a; r; l0) 62 EA, then a = � , p = 0, l02 = l0 = l = l2, and x 2 r implies
u02(x) = maxA(x) + 1 and u2(x) = maxA(x) + 2. Since the cost of reaching
(l02; u

0
2) is c + 0 = c, it suÆces to show ((l1; u1); (l2; u

0
2)) 2 R. For x 62 r, this

follows trivially. For x 2 r, u2(x) = maxA(x) + 2, so u1(x) > maxA(x) and by
u02(x) = maxA(x) + 1 we have u02(x) > maxA(x).

Theorem 3. When the algorithm in Figure 5 terminates, the value of Cost
equals mincost(lg).

Proof (by contradiction). First, notice that if (l1; R1) can reach (l2; R2), then a
state (l1; R

0
1), where R

0
1 � R1, can reach a state (l2; R

0
2), such that R0

2 � R2. We
prove that Cost equals minfmincost(R) j (lg; R) is reachableg. Assume that this
does not hold. Then there exists a reachable state (lg ; R) where mincost(R) <
Cost. Thus the algorithm must at some point have discarded a state (l0; R0)
on the path to (lg; R). This can only happen in line 8, but then there must
exist a state (l0; R00) 2 Passed, where R00 � R0, encountered in a prior iteration
of the loop. Then, there must be a state (lg; R

000) reachable from (l0; R00), and
Cost � mincost(R000) � mincost(R), contradicting the assumption. The theorem
now follows from Theorem 1. ut

Theorem 4. The algorithm in Figure 5 terminates for any bounded LPTA.

Proof. Even if A is bounded (and hence yields only �nitely many unpriced re-
gions), there are still in�nitely many priced regions, due to the unboundedness
of cost of vertices. However, application of Higman's lemma ensures that one
cannot have an in�nite sequence h(ci1; : : : ; c

i
m) : 0 � i < 1i of cost-vectors

(for any �xed length m) without cjl � ckl for all l = 1; : : : ;m for some j < k.
Consequently, due to the �niteness of the sets of locations and unpriced regions,
it follows that one cannot have an in�nite sequence h(li; Ri) : 0 � i < 1i of
symbolic states without lj = lk and Rj � Rk for some j < k, thus ensuring
termination of the algorithm. ut
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